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Photography is really a story about light. How to capture just the right amount... Not too dark, not too bright, 
but just right!  What then are the ways of controlling the amount of light captured by the camera? 

1. Shutter Speed

The length of time the camera’s shutter opens to allow in light. The agreed standard speeds are: 1/1000 , 1/500 , 
1/250 , 1/125 , 1/60 , 1/30 , 1/15 , 1/8 , 1/4 , 1/2 , 1s  
Decreasing the speed using the above standard settings by one “increment” decreases the amount of light by 1/2  
Increasing the speed using the above standard by one “stop” increases the amount of light by 2 times

Note: A digital camera can choose ANY shutter speed, it is no longer bound by “standard speeds” Eg. 1/4000th, 
1/800th of a second, 1/320th of a second... 

Bottom Line: (Slower shutter speed = More light)

2. Aperture or ƒ/stop.

The size of the lenses iris opening is called aperture.  
The Full f/stop - number scale is: 1.0 , 1.4 , 2 , 2.8 , 4 , 5.6 , 8 , 11 , 16 , 22  
Note: This scale is “backwards” in that the smaller the number, the larger the aperture is open. Conversely 
increasing the size of the f/ number makes the iris/aperture smaller

Making the Aperture smaller by one stop decreases the amount of light by 1/2  
Making the Aperture larger by one stop increases the amount of light by 2 times

Note: Digital cameras are no longer bound by full f/stop numbers 
Eg: f/18 or f/14 The camera’s computer can choose any value... (Smaller Aperture number = more light)

3. ISO (formally known as ASA) 
Sensor Sensitivity to light: Standard ISO numbers are: 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 6400, etc… 
Note these numbers increase by a factor of 2, each step doubling the ISO number… 

Increasing ISO by one step increases the amount of light by a factor of 2. 
Decreasing ISO by one step decreases the amount of light by a factor of 1/2

Caveat: There is a trade off for using a high ISO number, The more sensitive you make the sensor the more 
noise you get in the the shadows and over all image.

(A Larger ISO number= More Light AND more Noise)

Digital cameras are getting better results at higher ISO numbers.

Do this to see how well your camera performs:

Shoot a subject indoors with normal lighting.  Take a series of photos, changing only ISO.

The goal is to see what ISO number yields an acceptable image.
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AUTOMATIC VS PASM

 Let the camera do the work...? Not if you want to take the best photos possible! 
“Red is grey and yellow white, But we decide which is right. And which is an illusion?” * see end note... 

Automatic. The camera’s computer decides what settings to use!  In automatic mode, the 
camera decides everything including“what is gray and what is white...”

Alternative

Program. Fully Automatic... but allows gives you CONTROL to choose Focus Mode and Area, 
change the Aperture, Shutter Speed, WB and/or ISO.  

Portrait. The camera selects a wide aperture setting, minimizing your depth of field for a 
blurred background. If the flash is on, it may use the red-eye setting, but verify what your 
camera chooses.  

Alternative 

(A or Av) Aperture Priority. To control depth of field. You choose the aperture setting, and the 
camera automatically sets the best shutter speed to match the conditions.

Sports. Sets a fast shutter speed to freeze the motion. Typically 1/250th of a second. 

Alternative: Use Shutter Priority

(T or Tv) Shutter Priority. The camera chooses the best aperture for a proper exposure. To 
capture a moving subject YOU select a fast shutter speed 1/250th of a second and up. To 
create a photo with motion blur (Eg.) waterfall, choose a slow shutter speed, 1/15th of a second 
or less…

Landscape. Sets “focus” to infinity, using the smallest aperture possible. The image will be 
sharp in the foreground and background. If you need the camera to be in focus under difficult 
situations try this setting.

Macro.Close-ups at amazingly close distances—usually a few inches from the lens. Use 
macro mode when the little details really count.

Alternative: Landscape and Macro

(M)Manual You choose the shutter speed and aperture. TIP: Use Program mode to take a test 
shot to get Aperture and Shutter speed and/or use the histogram to adjust exposure settings.

YOU Take Control, You decide what light is right


